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Description The archive of Pechytes was probably found in a jar in the same neighbourhood as the archive 
of the scribe Psenminis (TM Arch 203), that is near the famous Thunabounoun at Dra-abu’l-
Nagga on the Theban West bank (The tomb of Nabunun belonged to the Theban priest 
Nebwenenef, who lived during the reign of Ramses II. It was reused in the Ptolemaic era).1 
Most documents of the Pechytes archive turned up before 18742 and are located in the Louvre 
Museum (2869, 2870, 2872, 2874, 2875, 2876, 3549, 43772, 43784, 43827, 43828, 44209, 
46111, 46112, 46113, 46115, 46119, 46306, 118712). Two papyri belonging to the British 
Museum collection were acquired before 18803 (probably in 1868)4 through the Scottish 
traveller Robert Hay (310, 43826). One uncertain papyrus (46163) turned up before 1881,5 and 
is now kept in the Musée d’Archéologie Méditerranéenne in Marseille.  

Most documents in the Pechytes archive are Demotic title deeds (only 44209 and 2872 contain a 
Greek registration), which were, in the Egyptian legal tradition, made in duplicate: one contract 
confirmed the receipt of money and the other ceded the property (2869, 2872, 2874, 2875, 
2876, 43772, 43784, 43827, 43828, 46111, 46112, 46113, 46306). Two early contracts are 

                                                
1

 Pestman 1993, p. 29-31. 
2 Date of the first edition by Devéria. 
3 Date of the first edition by Revillout. 
4 Date when the British Museum acquired other papyri through Hay, see http://gpbc.csad.ox.ac.uk/. 
5 Date of the first edition by Revillout. 
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witness-copies, where four witnesses copied the full contract on the recto, while 16 witnesses 
signed on the verso (310, 43826). 

Protagonists 

Pchorchonsis and Pechytes belonged to a family of mortuary priests (choachytai) of the 
Memnoneia. The choachytai (in Egyptian wȝḥ-mw, “water pourer”) made regular libations for 
the mummies which were entrusted to them. They were also responsible for the funeral, the 
storing and transporting of the mummy and the furnishing of the tomb. After the funeral they 
took care of the libations for the deceased. They passed on their funerary functions, called 
"liturgies" in Greek, to the next generation. The liturgies constituted their property and 
contained several mummies and the right to look after them.6 The family, including the woman 
Eschonsis who was a choachytis, owned liturgies and tombs in Djeme and in Hermonthis. The 
archive keepers also bear the title “doorkeeper (ỉry-ʿȝ) of Amenophis (Imn-Ipj) in the west of 
Thebes”; “doorkeeper” (ỉry-ʿȝ), a priest who controlled the areas of a sanctuary open to the 
public,7 is in Greek translated as pastophoros (“pastos-bearer”). Amenophis or Amun of Ipet, 
who probably had his roots in Ipet (on the East bank) and visited every ten days the small 
temple Ḏsr-s.t on the West bank, also had his own cult in one of the holies of holies of the Ḏsr-
s.t temple,8 where the archive keepers may have worked as well. 

In this archive five generations are active in the period 335/334 to 199/198 BC. The oldest 
documents were kept by Panas I alias Pestemenophis, who passed them on to his son 
Pchorchonsis II. The latter was married to Eschonsis, the daughter of Teos and Thabis, 
onwners of another Theban archive (TM Arch 228). The parents of Eschonsis did not pass on 
their archive to their daughter, but probably to another family member,9 hence both archives 
have remained separate. Eschonsis plays an important role in the Pechytes archive. 
Pchorchonsis' and Eschonsis's son Panas II, who represents the third generation of archive 
owners, also kept papers of his brother Patemis and passed the archive on to his son 
Pchorchonsis III. The last owner was the latter's son Pechytes,  after whom the archive is 
called, although he plays a minor role (2874, uncertain text 46163). Pechytes was the 
grandfather of Panas, son of Pechytes, owner of another archive that has a distinct acquisition 
history (TM Arch 364, 150-112 BC). 

Oldest document going back to the second Persian dominion 

The oldest document of the archive, kept by Panas I, dates to the second year of Darius III 
(January-February 335 BC) (46113). It is a cession by Panas' niece Esenchebis in favour of 

                                                
6 S.P. Vleeming, ‘The office of a choachytes in the Theban area’, S.P. VLEEMING, ed., in Hundred-gated Thebes: acts 
of a colloquium on Thebes and the Theban area in the Graeco-Roman period (Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava 27), 
Leiden, 1995.  
7 For the reading ỉry-ʿȝ, see F. Hoffmann and J.F. Quack, ‘Pastophoros’, in A.M. Dodson, J.J. Johnston, W. Monkhouse 
(eds.), A Good Scribe and an Exceedingly Wise Man: Studies in Honour of W.J. Tait (GHP Egyptology 21), London, 
2014, p. 127-154. 
8 K. Vandorpe, ‘City of Many a Gate, Harbour for many a rebel’, in S.P. VLEEMING, Hundred-gated Thebes: acts of a 
colloqium on Thebes and the Theban area in the Graeco-Roman period, (Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava 27), Leiden, 
1995, p. 225. See also P.W. Pestman, in Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava 19, p. 199-200. 
9 M. Depauw, The Archive of Teos and Thabis from Early Ptolemaic Thebes (P.Brux.dem. inv. E. 8252-8256) 
(Monographies Reine Élisabeth 8), Turnhout – Bruxelles, 2000, p. 10-12.  
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Panas, doorkeeper (ỉry-ʿȝ)-priest of Amenophis in western Thebes. Esenchebis and Panas were 
grandchildren of Pchorchonsis (I); when the latter died, his oldest son Sminis and his younger 
son Haes kept the paternal inheritance undivided, as was often the case in Egyptian families. 
After their death, the children of Sminis (among them Panas I) and those of Haes (Esenchebis, a 
brother and three sisters) inherited the houses and building lots also undivided. As heir of 
Pchorchonsis' eldest son, Panas I was responsible for all arrangements related to the inheritance. 
For some unknown reason Esenchebis claimed her share and thus had to negotiate terms and 
conditions with Panas. She was eventually entitled to part of a house (the entrance hall, its 
chapel (?) (syḥ), which is behind it, and a storage area (šʿʿ), on top of the chapel). She ceded to 
Panas her rights to the remaining part of the inheritance, her mother Sarpochratis agreeing to the 
terms of the contract. The exact location of the house is unknown. 

The four houses on the Theban East bank 

Several texts are linked to four houses located in the Theban district on the East bank, known as 
the “House of the cow”10: HOUSE A (310, 43784, 46115, 118712), HOUSE B (43772, 43826), 
HOUSE C (310, 2869, 2872, 2875, 2876, 43827, 43828, 46306) and HOUSE D (2870). They were 
located in the same neighbourhood (see App. 2) and came into possession of Pechytes' family. 

43784 is a sale contract about HOUSE A and its appurtenances, which a certain Peteharpres sold 
to Esharpochratis in December 330 - January 329 BC. More than 50 years later this house 
becomes the subject of a dispute after it had been sold by the daughter of Esharpochratis to 
Eschonsis, wife of Pchorchonsis II (Pechytes' greatgrandfather) in February 276 BC. The 
Demotic papyri 46115 and 118712 are šʿr (shar)-documents, a law term which may be 
translated as “public protest”: when someone makes a shar, he files a complaint against a 
situation he considers illegal. A shar has to be carried out three times, at intervals of one year, 
before it takes effect.11 46115 mentions a shar made in June 276 BC, four months after the sale, 
118712 a shar from one year later, June 275 BC. The dispute involves members of the families 
of the sellers and the buyers. Among the buyers one finds the woman Eschonsis, who bought 
the house, and her husband Pchorchonsis II, who was the shar-protestor. Their opponents were 
family members of Esharpochratis: her daughter Senchonsis, who sold the house, her sons 
Chapoamounis and Thotortaios, and her grandson Katytis. Pchorchonsis II protested in the two 
above-mentioned shar against Katytis' claim on the house, which prevented Pchorchonsis' wife 
Eschonsis, the legal owner of the house, from making some repairs. Pchorchonsis II made, in 
the name of his wife, twice a shar against Senchonsis' sons and grandson (Katytis) and not 
against Senchonsis herself, who had probably died in the meantime. We do not know what 
happened in the following years, but in any case the house stayed in the hands of Eschonsis, 
who bequeathed in December 265 - January 264 BC HOUSE A, half of HOUSE C, half a house in 
Djeme, half of the revenues from her duty as choachytis in Hermonthis and all the revenues 
from her duty as choachytis in Djeme to her eldest son Panas II (310). The latter had to provide 

                                                
10 For the district of the “House of the cow”, see P. Teos, p. 18-55. 
11 Pestman 1987, p. 272-273; B. Muhs, ‘Clear title, public protests and P. Brux. Dem. 4’, in K. Ryholt (ed.), Acts of the 
Seventh International Conference of Demotic Studies (CNI Publications 27), Copenhagen, 2002, p. 259-272, with a 
partly transcription and translation of the shar-texts of the Pechytes archive on p. 269-271. 
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subsistence for her until her death and a proper burial after she died.  

In April-May 311 BC Kollouthes, son of Pkas, and Taesis and Sentaes, both daughters of 
Horos, ceded to the woman Nitokris, daughter of Eshyris and Eschonsis, HOUSE B in northern 
Thebes, 120 square cubits or 33m2 large (43826). According to another contract of September 
294 BC (43772) HOUSE B has in the meantime come into the hands of Esminis, son of Horos 
and Senchonsis, who sold and ceded it to Eschonsis, the mother of Panas II.  

According to the sale contract 46306 HOUSE C was sold to Eschonsis, daughter of Petehyris, 
between 315 and 304 BC.12, who in January-February 304 BC resold it to Eschonsis, mother of 
Panas II (sale 43827 and cession 17). In December 267 - January 266 Patemis inherited from his 
mother Eschonsis part of the house and some tombs (2869); the contract was kept among the 
papers of his brother Panas II. In December 265 - January 264 Panas II inherited the other part 
of the house (310). In March - April 248 BC (2876) Taketem, daughter of Lolous, lent money to 
her brother-in-law Panas II, for which he mortgaged half of HOUSE C. As Panas II could 
apparently not return the loan, he ceded in April - May 245 BC some liturgies and half of 
HOUSE C to Taketem (2875). In June - July 243 BC (2872) Taketem sold some tombs, her half 
of HOUSE C and half of the courtyard to Pchorchonsis III, the uncle of her husband Patemis; 
thus HOUSE C is again entirely in the possession of Pechytes' family.  

In September - October 227 BC Horos, son of Pamonnasis, donated HOUSE D to his sister 
Tinounis, wife of Pchorchonsis III (2870). The transfer tax was paid on 13 October 227 BC 
(46119). 

The title deeds and other documents concerning the above houses of Pchorchonsis (II), 
Eschonsis, Panas (II), and Pchorchonsis (III) eventually became part of the archive of their 
(great)grandson or son Pechytes, who apparently inherited (part of) their houses.  

Other property 

Apart from liturgies and tombs mentioned in some of the above contracts and in 46111 (see 
next section), two more documents concern further property. Pchorchonsis II sold in June-July 
292 BC liturgies and tombs to his wife Eschonsis (46112). In December 199 - January 198 BC 
Pammonasis and his son Polemis sold a vestibule, located in the southern quarter of eastern 
Thebes, on the west side of the dromos of  the temple of Chonsu, to Pechytes (2874). 

Marriage documents 

Finally, the archive holds three Egyptian marriage contracts and a cession in the context of a 
marriage. In January-February 277 (46111) Pchorchonsis II ceded ‘everything’ to his wife 
Eschonsis (including houses, plots of land, tombs in the necropolis of Djeme, his work as a 
choachyte in Hermonthis, lease contracts that were issued to him in the temple or in the city). In 
January-February 252 BC Patemis married Taketem (44209) and the contract apparently ended 
up in the archive of Patemis' brother Panas II. In August-September 234 BC Pchorchonsis III 
married Tinounis, daughter of Pamonnasis, and the contract, registered on 5 September 234 BC, 
turned up in the archive of their son Pechytes (3549). In August-September 191 BC Pechytes 

                                                
12 S.R.K. Glanville, A Theban Archive of the reign of Ptolemy I, Soter (Catalogue of Demotic papyri in the British 
Museum, Volume I), 1939, p. 53. 
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married Senobastis (46163). It is not clear whether the latter contract was kept in the archive of 
Pechytes; it was rather preserved by a family member of his wife. 

Archive texts P. BM Andrews 1 (310); P. BM Andrews 24 (43826); P. Bürgsch. p. 756-757 n. 4 (46115); P. 
Chrestomathie 3 p. 225-226 no. 2420 H + P. Chrestomathie 3 p. 217-218 no. 2442 (46306); P. 
Chrestomathie 3 p. 278-287 no. 2425 (2870); P. Chrestomathie 3 p. 288-289 no. 2441 (46119); 
P. Eheverträge 14 + Revue égyptologique 5 (1888), p. 90 & pl. 24 [2433] descr.(+ DBL) 
(44209); P. Eheverträge 15 (3549); P. Schreibertrad. 1 (43784); P. Schreibertrad. 4 (43827); P. 
Schreibertrad. 5 (46112); P. Schreibertrad. 11 (2869); P. Schreibertrad. 14 + Revue 
égyptologique 5 (1888), p. 90 & pl. 24 [2443] descr. (2876); P. Schreibertrad. 15 (2872); P. 
Schreibertrad. 26 (2874); P. Schreibertrad. 97 + Revue égyptologique 5 (1888), p. 90 & pl. 22 
[2427] descr. (43828); P. Schreibertrad. 100 + Revue égyptologique 5 (1888), p. 90 & pl. 22 
[2426] descr. (43772); P. Schreibertrad. 108 (+DBL) (46111); P. Schreibertrad. 109 (+ DBL) 
(2875); Revue d‘Égyptologie 18 (1966), p. 12-16 (46113); P. Lesestücke 2 p. 99-102 + P. 
Chrestomathie 3 p. 209-214 no. 2437 (+ DBL) (118712). 

Uncertain: P. Eheverträge 29 (+DBL) (46163). 

Text types - Sale contracts (sale and/or cession): of a house (43826, 46306, 43827, 46112 (sale) and 
43828 (cession), 2869, 2872, 43772, 2875, 46113); of liturgies / tombs (43784); of vestibules 
(16); in a marriage context (46111) 

- Marriage contracts: 3549, 46163, 43784 
- Other contracts: will as sale of property (310); donation as sale of a house (2870); contract 

loan (money) on mortgage (house) (2876) 
- Other: shar-protests (46115, 118712); bank receipt for transfer tax (46119). 

Appendices App. 1. Stemma of Pechytes’ family. For a fuller genealogy, see P. Survey, p. 30.  
                                           Pchorchonsis I 

  Sminis    Haes (Ḥȝ.t-ḥȝ.t) 

  Petemenophis alias Panas I      x     Esenchebis one brother three sisters 

  Pchorchonsis II          x        Eschonsis  

 Taketem     x       Patemis          Panas II  x  Tathotis   

 Pchorchonsis III  x     Teianteus = Tinounis     Espmetis                 x  Senhyris 

   Pechytes  x  Senobastis    Panas III  
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 App. 2. Topography of the houses A-C on the Theban East bank 

- General topography: location in the district “House of the cow” (see P. Teos, p. 18-55). 
Our Houses A, B and C are called Houses T, P and S in the plan in P. Teos, p. 27. House 
D, not represented here, may be identified with House Juachy in P. Teos, p. 19 and 27. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

- House A (43784; 46115 & 118712; 310; chronological order) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

House B 

House C House A 

Royal Street  

330/29: Herisenef son of Esminis 

276&275: Achoapis son of Herisenef, 
Peteamenophis son of ? 

265/4: Esminis son of Pamonthes 

330/29: Herisenef 
son of Esminis 

276&275: 
Achoapis son of 
Herisenef 

265/4: Herisenef 
son of Achoapis 

330/29: Peteharpres son of Pkas à 
Esharpochratis daughter of Teos  

276: Senchonsis daughter of 
Esharpochratis à Eschonsis daughter of 
Teos  

265/4: Eschonsis daughter of Teos à 
Panas II son of Pchorchonsis II 

 

330/29: 
Pchorchonsis 
son of Esminis 

276&275: Tete-
nephotes son of 
Teos 

265/4: Tayris 
daughter of Teos 

Royal Street 

330/29: Pkas son of Teos, Kollauthis 
daughter of Nechet-pef-iab 

276&275: Osoroeris son of Teos, 
Lolous, Harnouphis son of Achoapis 

265/4: Esnachomneus son of Harbesis 

S
t
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e
e
t 
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- House B (43826; 43772; chronological order) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

311: Pabouchis son of Pamounis 

294: ?Pabouchis son of Pamounis (or 
eastern neighbour) 

311: Petechonsis son of Hema 

294: ? 

311: Pabouchis son of 
Pamounis 

294: ?Pabouchis son of 
Pamounis (or southern 
neighbour)  
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311: Kollouthes son of Pkas, Taesis 
daughter of Horos, Sentaes daughter of 
Horos à Nitokris daughter of Eshyris 

294: Esminis son of Horos à Eschonsis 
daughter of Teos 

311: - 

 

294: Harmais 
son of 
Peteharpres  
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- House C (46306, 315-304 BC; 43827 & 43828, 304; 2869, 267/6; 310, 265/4; 2875, 
245; 2872, 243) 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

315/304: Pabouchis son of Pamounis, 
Nitokris daughter of Eshyris 

267/265: Petemestous son of Pamerera 

245: Esminis son of Pamonthes 

243: Petemestous son of Pamerera 

 

 

 

315/304: Tetenephotes 
son of Ephonychos 

267/265/245/243: 
Achoapis son of 
Herisenef 

 

Royal Street 
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315/304/267/245/ 
243: Harmais  son 
of Peteharpres  

265/4: Phibis  son of 
Peteharpres 

 

315/304: Eschonsis son of Petenephotes 

267/265: Esptais son of Petenephotes 

245: Paos son of Pa-siwa  

243: Esptais son of Petenephotes 

315: Spotous son of Petemestous à 
Eschonsis daughter of Petehyris 

304: Eschonsis daughter of Petehyris à 
Eschonsis daughter of Teos 

267/6: Eschonsis daughter of Teos à first 
½  Patemis son of Pchorchonsis II 

265/4: Eschonsis daughter of Teos à 
second ½ Panas II son of 
Pchorchonsis II 

245: Patemis son of Pchorchonsis à first 
½ Taketem daughter of Lolous 

243: Taketem daughter of Lolous à first ½ 
Pchorchonsis III 

  


